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App Indexing
Top 100 Domain Analysis

About the Study

App indexing in mobile organic search can help you market your app, gain more 
app installations, increase customer loyalty and boost conversions. This study 
looks at the top 100 US websites with the highest visibility in US Google search 
results.

The question at the center of this analysis is how many domains offer an app 
and/or an app with deep link integration. This analysis also offers a cross branch 
comparison.

The 100 most visible domains in this study are based on Searchmetrics SEO 
Visibility. Searchmetrics calculates SEO Visibility as a KPI for domains in organic 
search results from rankings, search volume and metrics such as the difference 
between informative and navigational keywords.
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01: App Indexing

What is app indexing / app deep linking?

The Internet, as we know from desktop use, is a series of pages that are 
connected via links. A static page is only transformed into a dynamic referential 
system of interconnected documents through outgoing links and backlinks. 

By contrast, in mobile search, apps form a closed ecosystem. Since the launch 
of the App Store and the Google Play Store in 2008, both app use and distribution 
have grown enormously. Until now, it was not possible to connect this closed app 
ecosystem with the open network that is the Internet.

In the future, this will be possible via “App Streaming” from Google, where app-only 
content will be able to be displayed in the search results through indexing.
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With app indexing / app deep linking it is now possible for search engines to read 
the content of these subpages and to display this in the search results. The terms 
here are synonymous. Google, for instance, refers to the App Indexing API that “…
takes a history of actions to your app…It sends that history to our systems along 
with content fields that you provide, such as titles and descriptions.” (Source) 

• App deep links in search results: If a smartphone user is searching for a     
product, app indexing can display a specific product landing page of an app 
that has been installed instead of just the landing page of the website. A user 
can jump to an installed app directly from the search results – without remain-
ing in the browser.

• Suggested apps to install: Google also suggests apps to install in mobile 
search requests, if the app has not already been installed on the device. Key-
word relevant deep links are read and listed.

• App streaming: Google’s “App Streaming” would see barriers between the web 
and apps evaporate, as Google can capture app-only content and display it in 
mobile search results via streaming. Users who only want to read one article 
are spared the installation process. This feature is still in testing.

https://developers.google.com/app-indexing/webmasters/appindexingapi?hl=de
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What are the benefits of app indexing?

Becoming or staying one of the more 
commonly used apps is challenging. 
App deep linking is a useful way to 
increase the use of an app. In mobile 
search results, an app icon can be 
displayed alongside the typical SERP 
snippet – providing the user has in-
stalled the app and deep linking is 
used. This can positively affect the 
click through rate (CTR), increasing 
the chance that a user will click on the 
app link.

INSTALL

App

100
MILLION

5

Competition is strong amongst apps. 
While users install an average of 26.7 
apps on a smartphone, an incredi-
ble 20 percent are only opened once. 
(Source)

1. Customer Loyalty

http://info.localytics.com/blog/app-retention-improves
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The user already trusts the app, having already installed it. In addition, the SERP 
snippet is more noticeable thanks to the extra elements such as the icon. If the 
user is convinced by the app session, this could positively affect the usage rate.

Example: Google Searching for Table Reservations
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Twenty percent of apps installed on a 
smartphone are only opened once.

Take-away
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Top Charts
TOP APPS TOP SELLING TOP GROSSING
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When a mobile search request is carried 

out and the search result supports deep 

linking, Google suggests apps to install 

that are relevant to the topic and not yet 

installed on the device.

2. More app installations

In the wake of the mobile update in April 

2015, Google announced that apps with 

indexing support could receive a boost in 

rankings. In September 2015, the use of 

the App Indexing API was confirmed as 

a ranking signal for mobile search. This 

ranking boost is only foreseen on An-

droid, not iOS apps. (Source)

3. Ranking benefits

By implementing app links in Google and 

iOS search results, online businesses can 

gain more users through organic traffic 

channels. App indexing also functions as 

a retention channel for users that have 

already installed the app. The combined 

result is more app interactions, more traf-

fic and more conversions.

4. More traffic & conversions

https://developers.google.com/app-indexing/android/publish
http://searchengineland.com/google-adds-additional-ranking-boost-for-using-app-indexing-api-232018#.Vgw4batpSHQ.twitter
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The benefits of app deep linking 
include an increase in traffic & 
conversions through more app 

installations, better rankings, as well 
as an increase in customer loyalty. 

Take-away
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How does app indexing work on Google and Apple?

Google has offered app indexing since 
October 2014 for Android. Initially only links 
to apps that the user had already installed 
were integrated into the search results. 
Now, however, Google also suggests apps 
that can be installed via the Play Store.

May 2015 saw the launch of app indexing 
in Google search results for Apple devices. 
App deep linking is possible on iOS 9 
devices. App indexing will not work on old-
er versions of iOS. (Source)

Google

https://developers.google.com/app-indexing/ios/app
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Apple

With iOS 9, developers can now inform 
Apple of deep links in applications. These 
deep links will then be shown in a Safari or 
Spotlight search. Spotlight searches var-
ious channels simultaneously,  including 
the address book, calendar and also app 
deep links, and displays the results togeth-
er. The user does not need to have the app 
installed. More about this in the iOS Devel-
oper Library.

https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/releasenotes/General/WhatsNewIniOS/Articles/iOS9.html
https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/releasenotes/General/WhatsNewIniOS/Articles/iOS9.html
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How do I implement app indexing?

02:Tutorial

App

Connect the app with the website via 
Google Play Console & Search Console

Once the connection and HTTP URL to 

process deep links are successfully set 

up, Google can begin to index the app 

content.

Instructions (Google)

2

App

<activity android:name="com.example.android.GizmosActivity"
           android:label="@string/title_gizmos" >
     <intent-filter android:label="@string/filter_title_viewgizmos">
         <action android:name="android.intent.action.VIEW" />
         <!-- Accepts URIs that begin with "http://example.com/gizmos” -->
         <data android:scheme="http"
               android:host="example.com"
               android:pathPrefix="/gizmos" />
         <category android:name="android.intent.category.DEFAULT" />
         <category android:name="android.intent.category.BROWSABLE" />
     </intent-filter>
 </activity>

Add deep link support to the app

Instructions (Google)

1

In this step, the app’s code is adjusted 

so that a HTTP URL is built in to process 

deep links. This adds the technical re-

quirements for search engines to crawl 

the app.

https://developers.google.com/app-indexing/android/app?hl=en
https://developers.google.com/app-indexing/webmasters/app?hl=de
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Web

<html>
<head>
  ...
  <link rel="alternate" href="android-app://com.example.android/http/exam-
ple.com/gizmos" />
  ...
</head>
<body> … </body>

Tutorial (Google)

Add app deep links to the website

Determine whether the content for each 

URL should be opened in the mobile 

version of the set or in the app. Google 

recommends building the code into the 

<head>. 

3

App

Testing Tool (Google)

Test deep link functionality

Test whether all app deep links have 

been correctly indexed. The easiest way 

is to use Google’s testing tool.

4

https://developers.google.com/app-indexing/android/publish?hl=en
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/6178089
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03: Analysis

Distribution of apps and app deep linking in the top 100 domains

To test which domains in the top 100 table (by SEO Visibility) have implemented 
app indexing / app deep linking, we used the following steps:

A. First we verified which domains offer an Android or iOS app.

B. Next, we checked the source code of the homepage and two of the best per-
forming subpages. It is possible that not all pages of a domain have adopted 
app indexing. These top pages were considered representative and were de-
termined by using Content Performance, a feature of Searchmetrics Research 
Cloud.

C. Finally, in the source code check, the domains were examined for the most 
common variations of implementing app deep linking (i.e. for the correspond-
ing code in the <head>). As there are many other ways of building in the code, 
this analysis cannot claim to offer a complete picture.

http://www.searchmetrics.com/suite/research-cloud/
http://www.searchmetrics.com/suite/research-cloud/
http://suite.searchmetrics.com/en/research/visibility-charts/organic/visibility?acc=161219&cc=US
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Result: App distribution and app indexing

30% 19%

Android
app deep linking

iOS
app deep linking

88%

12%

Share of websites
with Android app

Share of websites
with iOS app

App available

No app

App available

No app

of websites with an Android 
app have integrated deep 

linking.

of websites with an iOS app 
have integrated deep linking.

App

App

App

App

84%

16%
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Around 8 in 10 websites offer an app. 
Some 30% of Android apps and 19% of 
iOS apps have integrated deep linking.

Take-away
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App indexing by branch

Categorising app indexing amongst the top 100 domains highlights branch spe-
cific differences.

Android:
App Deeplinking by Industry
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Domains in clothing/apparel have a higher proportion of app deep link integration 
than other branches across operating systems.

A note on the clothing industry

Reasons: One possible reason is the continuity of purchase decisions. Apparel 
is sought after and bought all year round. Other branches, such as electronics or 
tourism, tend to be more seasonal and so have fewer purchase decisions (but 
more expensive ones). 

For online apparel vendors the closed ecosystem offers an advantage of an opti-
mized and predefined user funnel: the user can be more strongly directed to con-
version than on a mobile website. Additionally, a core user interest already exists 
as he or she has completed the step of installing the app.

Distribution: The distribution of deep 
linking is most widespread in the 
branch of e-commerce apparel. For 
sites that offer an iOS app, 32% have 
integrated deep link. For Android apps, 
this is 31%. In this industry, the offer of 
apps is almost ubiquitous with just 5% 
of apparel sites not offering an iOS app 
and 9% not offering an Android app.

45$

Shop App
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Primarily domains in the apparel 
branch have integrated deep 
linking for iOS and Android.

Take-away
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Market share of mobile operating systems in US

The market is pretty evenly split – iOS leads with 50%, followed by Android with 
47%. Windows is the best of the rest with 1.7%.

Market Share of Mobile Operating Systems in October 2015

Source: Statcounter 

50% 47%

Android

iOS

Windows

Other

Market Share of Mobile Operating Systems
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04: Summary
App indexing / app deep linking enables search engines to display app content in the 

search results.

Advantages:

• More app installations: If a mobile search 

query contains the corresponding deep link,   

Google recommends apps to install.

INSTALL

App

100
MILLION

5

• Customer loyalty: If a deep link to a previously 

installed app is contained in the search results, 

the chance that a user will click on it increases.

4.9 97,583

• Better rankings: Google has stated that index-

ing apps and the use of the App Indexing API 

could have a positive effect on rankings.

UR-BUSINESS.COM

• More traffic & conversions: Through more app 

installations, increased app usage and Goog-

le’s App Streaming it is possible to increase 

traffic and conversions.

Top Charts
TOP APPS TOP SELLING TOP GROSSING

App
$0.10

App
$0.30

App
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App distribution:

• For iOS this is a little lower. Nineteen percent of websites with an iOS app have inte-

grated deep linking for iPad and/or iPhone.

• 30% of all domains with an Android app have integrated deep linking.

• Apple and Google nearly share the entire mobile 

OS market, with Apple 50% and Android 47%.

• 84% of the top 100 domains by SEO Visibility offer 

an Android app.

• 88% of websites have an iOS app for iPhone and/

or iPad – the absolute majority.

• Looking at the various branches, apparel leads the way overall. Some 31% of all web-

sites in this branch have Android deep linking, and 32% have iOS deep linking. A 

possible reason for this could be the continuity of purchase decisions in this branch.

Distribution of app indexing / app deep linking:

Summary of analysis 

App

App
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About Searchmetrics
Searchmetrics provides the world’s leading search and content optimization plat-
form – the Searchmetrics Suite.

We provide our customers with competitive advantage and help them identify 
new business opportunities by exposing the content consumers are engaging 
with on industry and competitors’ sites. Searchmetrics guides SEOs and con-
tent marketers with suggestions for creating content that improves relevance 
and boosts conversions. It shows the connection between social media links and 
overall engagement. And its analytics make clear which content performs the 
best and how an organization’s content performs against its competitors.

Searchmetrics has over 100,000 users worldwide, many of whom are respected 
brands such as T-Mobile, eBay, TripAdvisor, Siemens and Symantec. They depend 
on Searchmetrics to maximize the performance of online channels.

We are the future of search. Today.
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We are happy to answer all of your questions regarding this
 whitepaper, app indexing and deep linking. Just email us at:
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